Introduction
The group generated by reflections in equidistant hypersurfaces of degenerate hyperbolic space (H£) was described analitically in [5] . In this paper we give a geometric characterization of this group -first for k = 1 and next for k > 1. In the paper we shall use the notions and notations of [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] .
Results
In the family Aut(H fc ) we define a group of transformations. 
is equiaffine iff for any a,b G T we have ab =i h(a)h(b), where ab =i cd (3/ e G(E(HJJ)))[/(a) = c A f(b) = d]Aab -isotropic.
Just from the definition of we have
To give a geometric characterization of the groups G(A(EÇ)) and G(A(H£)) with k > 1, we need some more definitions and facts. We begin with the following rigidity condition. Considering Gk for k > 1 is more complicated. Let k > 1. We define a star of to be a family of equidistant hypersurfaces E = {E\,..., E^} satisfying the following conditions (i) Ei G <9 for 1 < i < k; k
(ii) n V(-Ei) = 0, where V(^) is the top of Stars are preserved by mappings from Gk-, i.e. Proof of Theorem 1. From Proposition 6 we have G(A(H5 l ) C G\. Let f € Gi and E £ <5. Let P be a base of E and let P' be a base of E' = f(E) e 0. There exists a symmetry g £ G(A(H?)) such that g(P') = P. Let g(E') = E". Let us see that P is a base of E and E". Let K be an isotropic line of H£, and let g = K n E, q" = K n E". There exists an equidistant hypersurface H such that P is a base of H and oj/(i>") = Q. Now as a direct consequence of Lemma 2.6, Theorem 2.7 in [2] , and Lemma 4 we infer.
Note that the following lemma is true. 
Thus there exists a plane Q generated by lines
Whence the vector a x -ab is non isotropic and Q is generated by the point a and two vectors a x and a n (Q = a + (a\,a n )). The vectors a x and a n are not parallel, because the vector a n is isotropic. Let (a x , a 2 ,..., a n ) with a n _fc + 1,..., a n isotropic be a base of thus A n = a + (a x ,a 2 ,.. .,a n ). Now we define (n -2) non isotropic hyperplanes such that Q is the intersection of them. Let PI = a + (a x ,a 2 ,... ,a n _ fc+ (j_ 1 ),a n _ fc+ (i +1 ),.. .,a n ) for i = l,...,k-l.
Let us see that a n _jt+i ^ Pi for i = 1,..., k -1. Whence Pi for i = 1,..., k -1, is a non isotropic hyperplane. Let Ri = a+(ai,..., aj,aj+i -a n -i> <¡[¿+2,..., a n^2 ,a n ) for i = 1,..., n -k -1. From easy considerations we have that a n _ 1 ^ Ri for in equidistant hypersurfaces 497 i = 1,..., n -k -1 and the set of vectors (ai,..., a^aj+i -a n _i,aj + 2,..., a n _ 2 ,a n ) is linearly independent for i = 1,..., n -k -1. Whence Ri is a non isotropic hyperplane for i = 1,..., n -k -1. Note that P -Hj^i Pi = a + (ai,.. .,a n -k,a n ). Now we have P n fl":^-1 Ri = a + (ai,a n ) -Q.
However, Pi G © for i = 1,..., k -1 and Ri G © for i = 1,..., n -k - Proof. Because Gk is a group we need to prove only that K1WK2 => Proof. For i = 1,2 let Qi be a base of Fi. We assume that q G V(C£) \ (V(JFi) U V(F 2 )).
(Such a point may exist because dim(V(Q)) = k -1 and dim(V(fi)) = k -2 for i = 1,2.) Let K be a isotropic line such that q G K and, if Qi ^ Q 2 , then K fl (Qi ^Qi) -0-Let qi -KC[Qi for i = 1,2.) We construct now a hyperplane P and an equidistant hypersurface E with the base P. We assume first that Q\ / Q 2 , then of course we have qi q 2 . Let a be the affine centre of a segment q\q 2 -Since Qi fl Q 2 is an (n -2)-dimensional hyperplane of P", then there exists (n -1)-dimensional non isotropic hyperplane P such that a £ P and Q\ fl Q2 C P. Now we assume that Q\ = Q2', then P = Q\. Of course K C Fi for 1 = 1,2. Thus, by Lemma 1 (i), (ii) in [5] , there exist points d{ -K f1 Fi for i = 1, 2. Let 6 be a affine centre of a segment d\¿2-Let E an equidistant hypersurface such that b £ E and P is a base of E. Note that q £ V(E). Consider the symmetry cr q E. From definition, Lemma 3 in [5] , and Corollaries 2.14, 2.15 in [2] we have the thesis.
• Proof of Proposition 8. Proposition 8 is a direct consequence of Lemma 9 and 10.
Let us see that for any E G <8, Proof. Let F, E be stars of . Thus, from Lemma 13, there exists a permutation a of the set {1,2,..., k} such that F; = {E a (!),..., -E^,), Fi + 1,..., Proof of Proposition 9. If F and E are stars of H^, then, from Lemma 14, there exists / x e G(A(H£)) such that /i(F) = E. Whence /l(-Fi) = E<?(i) where a is some permutation of the set {1,2,..., k}. Now, from Lemma 15, there exists f 2 G G(A(IÇ)) such that f 2 (E a (¿)) = E{ for 1 <i<k. Hence g = / x o / 2 e G(A(H£)) and g(Fi) = E t for 1 < i < k. a Now we define the following relation a:
,Ek} are stars o/H£, then there exists f G G(A(]H^)) such that f {Ex) = E[ and f(E,) = E{ for
From this definition we get Remark. 1. Let E,Fe <5. Then a(E,F) iff E = F or E ± F and there exists a hyperplane P which is a common base of E and F.
Proof of Proposition 10. Let T = (a, V) \ V. From the assumptions we get g(Ei n T) = E { fi T for 1 < i < k. From Lemma 2, E { n T is a (k -l)-dimensional hyperplane of T, for 1 < i < k. Because the set {E X ,E 2 ,..., E k } is a star of HjJ therefore dim^Li^^)) = 0. Whence we can consider a coordinate system given by hyperplanes Ei flT for 1 < i < k. From assumptions, g is affine, a £ (Ji=i and g(a) = a, thus gy? = id. Let
x G C£ and x <jt T. Let the set {F l ,F 2 , ...,F k } be a star of H£ such that a: £ Fi and EÌ,FÌ have a common base Q, for 1 < i < k. Of course TnFi C T, g\ T = id, thus g(T n F { ) = T n F { for 1 < i < k. By Remark 1, a(Ei,Fi) for 1 < i < k. However, g G G k , whence a (Ei,Fi) a(g(Ei),g(Fi) ). Let k > 1. From Proposition 6 we have G (A(H£) ) Ç G kLet / G Gk, and let {E\, E 2 , •.., Ek} be a star of such that E{ :
Thus
Assume q' -q. Thus, from Proposition 10, /1 = id. Whence g 0 f = id, thus f = g-\ hence / G G (A(H£) ).
Now we assume that q'
q. Let T -(q, V)\V. Whence Eif)T is described by the set of equations {a^ -0,x 2 = 0,...,z n _ fc = 0,x n _k+i = 0} for 1 < i < k.
(1) Let A G F, A ^ 0, and let g\ : T T be a transformation defined by 9l • • •, X n E{T (Ei n T) = Ei n T for 3 < t < and (E x n T) = E 2 n T. Now from this and from Lemma 2, 3 we get that <T£ |t is described in T by a k x k matrix M such that 
